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Architectural practice and scholarship has traditionally distinguished the 
intellectual labour of design from the manual activities of building.1 This 
notion has been reinforced by models of professional practice in which the 
architect hands contract documents and specifications to clients and builders 
for execution. The underlying logic presumes that buildings originate 
in the mind of the architect and are then translated to specifications 
on paper, which are implemented to the letter by a construction team.2  

Contemporary architectural practice challenges this distinction, in the 
wake of technological innovations and new methods of project delivery 
which are expanding the discipline’s boundaries.3 Likewise, a growing body 
of scholarship outside architecture contests a clear-cut boundary between 
intellectual and physical labour and the social contexts they occupy. 
Research in anthropology,4 philosophy of technology,5 and science and 
technology studies (STS)6  describe thinking as an embodied activity situated 
in specific social and cultural contexts. This literature further insists that 
the boundary between intellectual and physical labour in architecture is an 
ideological commitment rooted in the discipline’s historiography, wherein 
the production of drawings, texts, and models precedes and supersedes 
other forms of labour.7  
 This essay investigates how notions of the physically- and socially-
embedded mind, drawn from social science and humanities scholarship, 
might reframe pedagogies and practices of design and making. It proposes 
a new design strategy that disputes the binary opposition of mental versus 
physical labour and the use of this binary to legitimate the architect’s 
claim to exercise a superior form of expertise. It begins by summarising 
anthropological and STS literature on design and making, drawing 
specifically on anthropologist Tim Ingold’s  ‘ecological understanding of 
skill’: skill understood as physically and socially inextricable from context. 
This theoretical exploration is then empirically illustrated through a 
description of Lap, Twist, Knot, a case study investigation which develops 
a practice-based design model identifying and structuring commingled 
physical and mental labour. Lap, Twist, Knot also probes the advantages and 
disadvantages of trans-disciplinary work in a studio context, modeling the 
crossover of disciplinary knowledges and modes of inquiry in a collaboration 
between researchers in architecture, anthropology, and the philosophy of 
science and aesthetics.
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In Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture Tim Ingold critiques 
the common understanding of design ‘specification’, whereby intellectual 
labour precedes and supersedes the physical work of building.8 In this work 
and in previous examinations of skill, Ingold argues that this emphasis 
on intellectual labour discounts the role that context and materials play 
as co-designers in the creation of artefacts. Two examples of artefacts 
which do not rely on predefined design specifications illustrate Ingold’s 
position: Gothic cathedrals erected by medieval European masons9 and 
string bags (or bilum) woven by the Telefol people in Papua New Guinea.10  
These serve as exemplars for Ingold’s development of ‘morphogenetic’11 
design  and ‘making as weaving’12 as alternatives to the practice of design 
specification. Both concepts challenge the traditional model of design 
wherein a finished ‘idea’ (the design or form) presented via models, texts, 
and drawings, shapes inert matter (the material). Instead, they emphasise 
how form emerges from a dialogue between people, materials, movement, 
and intentions, all of which participate in and result from the confluence of 
forces playing out over time. 
 Ingold’s approach is part of a larger field of scholarship that studies 
other human and non-human actors as co-designers by emphasising the 
agency of things, materials, as well as other people in design processes. This  
suggests critical implications for architecture: namely, that designed and 
manufactured artefacts do not result from a linear progression beginning 
only in the mind of the designer, but rather evolve within ecologies of 
object-human interactions situated in specific contexts and moments. 
For instance, ethnographic and ethno-methodological scholarship on the 
social and communicative dimensions of design practice examines the 
way designers talk, gesture, draw and build; pointing out how real-time 
interactions with materials, technologies, and human collaborators shape 
the arc and outcomes of design practice.13 Similarly, archaeological studies 
of early tool-making practices blur the traditional distinction between 
design and making and the order in which these activities occur.14  Lambros 
Malafouris theorises the making of tools, such as the stone hand-axe, as a 
feedback loop between people, tools, and materials, out of which the form 
of the hand-axe emerges. He proposes the model of an ‘enactive cognitive 
prosthesis’ produced by a core and hammerstone working in concert with a 
knapper in an intimate entanglement of material, body, and mind (fig.1).

Figure 1
Knapping as enactive cognitive prosthesis. 
Image of Oldowan knapping, redrawn by Lambros 
Malafouris (Malafouris p.18) from D. Stout and 
T. Chaminade, ‘The Evolutionary Neuroscience 
of Tool Making’, Neuropsychologia 45 (2007), 
1091–1100.  
Courtesy of McDonald Institute for Archaeological 
Research.  Together this body of work suggests 
that though the separation of mental and 
physical labour remains a core disciplinary myth 
in architecture, in actual practice the two are 
entangled. 
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 One by-product of de-centering the role of the architect (and 
their brain) within these situated networks of humans and objects is the 
obligation to consider the politics and ethics of architecture. An example 
of this is Albena Yaneva’s ‘mapping controversies’ methodology, which 
visualises an evolving public discourse about buildings, connecting multiple 
actors and institutions as stakeholders in architectural projects.15 Along 
with Bruno Latour’s concept of dingpolitik,16  such identification of buildings 
as contested terrain for multiple stakeholders recognises that designed 
artifacts, like buildings, are always entangled in a broader context and are 
constantly open to debate and controversy. While such concerns about 
stakeholder entanglements are not Ingold’s core focus, they are relevant to 
an implicit ethics within his work. 

Myths Unraveled: Making as Weaving

The trajectory from studio practice to public space begins in an expanded 
understanding of design ecology. This essay draws on three principal 
modalities in Ingold’s body of work which expand understandings of 
designers’ interactions with tools, other people, and near environments. 
These modalities are measuring through gesture (constructive geometry),17  

learning by watching and doing (internalisation and mimesis),18  and 
achieving mastery by aligning internal perceptions and external 
movements (attunement).19 The discussion explores the limits, layers, 
and overlaps among these concepts to develop a theoretical framework 
for an architectural practice that is informed by the physically and socially 
embedded mind. 

Constructive Geometry
Ingold’s theoretical analysis of the construction of Gothic cathedrals 
demonstrates the modality of ‘constructive geometry’—measuring through 
gesture—and how bodies relate to tools and instruments in the conception 
and production of space. This modality links the metrics and mechanics of 
the individual body to the measure and realisation of built form. Gothic 
cathedrals were built from a rough schema by collaborative teams of 
master-masons, craftsmen, and labourers, sometimes over many centuries 
and generations. Ingold likens this to a contemporary research laboratory 
where teams work towards larger problems, but each one develops a 
particular line of inquiry and makes independent decisions. According 
to Ingold’s analysis, the Gothic model of building functions without a 
mental schema of the building that specifies details and connections in 
advance. Instead, decisions are made on-site as the building is erected 
through repeated acts of coordinated mental and physical reasoning. 
This close collaboration between the masons’ bodies and instruments of 
measure dissolves distinctions between the activities of ‘design’ and those 
of ‘making’, as both the mental conception of form and the enactment of 
form play out in unison.  

Figure 2 (Opposite)
A page from the portfolio of Villard de Honnecourt 
(sheet 20, verso), ca. 1230. 
Courtesy the Bibliothèque Nationale de France,  
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/
12148btv1b10509412z/f16.image
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Attunement
In the modality of ‘attunement’, practices of ‘constructive geometry’ 
and ‘internalisation and mimesis’ are progressively calibrated through 
directed feedback within a richly structured environment. Returning to 
Mackenzie’s account of a daughter learning the craft of bilum production 
from her mother, Ingold highlights how the daughter develops not only 
‘technical’ learning by witnessing and mimicking the gestures of weaving, 
but also refined habits of judgment and care in assessing success versus 
failure. Although this refinement is tacit—felt, sensed, not easily put into 
words—the mother explicitly coaches it with reference to the surrounding 
environment. For example, when the daughter’s efforts become knotted, 
the mother reassures her that the tangled and ‘cranky’ heaps will be sent 
away down the Ok River, which runs through the Telefol communities. 
This reassurance reinforces the daughter’s ability to distinguish poor and 
skilled outcomes, while the river and the broader Telefol culture become an 
instrument for cleansing in the process of instruction.21  
 The mother’s methods also employ metaphor, such as describing 
how her hands should be ‘moving like water’, to encourage the daughter’s 
imaginative weaving skills. This guidance directs the daughter’s attention to 
visible effects (on materials, on her body, and within her near-environment) 
paired with her internal perceptions and experience. Over time the 
daughter calibrates, or attunes, her actions and recollections in concert 
with this directed feedback. In so doing, she gradually learns what making a 
successful bag ‘feels like’ by linking her perceptions and actions with verbal 
feedback, visible outcomes, and external surroundings. 

Design as Intertwining: Building a Moving Project

Lap, Twist, Knot applied these modalities of ‘constructive geometry’, 
‘internalisation and mimesis’, and ‘attunement’ to the setting of the 
architectural studio to explore an augmented mode of practice. Such an 
effort includes the application of the preceding theoretical exploration 
to an empirical context. The case study combined a range of expertise 
from the fields of design and making (faculty and student researchers in 
architecture) and the social sciences and humanities (a faculty researcher in 
material culture studies and cultural anthropology, and a faculty researcher 
in the philosophy of science and aesthetics) to develop a transdisciplinary 
scholarship model that synthesises creative and analytical modalities of 
generating knowledge. The objective was to create a large-scale building 
component and, through the use of a reflexive lens, to interpret the creative 
activities and processes involved in its realisation.
 

 This entanglement of body and tools becomes evident, partly, 
through drawings from Villard de Honnecourt’s portfolio that show 
methods of stone construction based on both rules of thumb and geometric 
principles. One drawing (Fig. 2, bottom left) shows a string nailed to a tree 
trunk to shape and position stones for a hanging arch. A mason in the field 
would incrementally set this string along the top line of the arch to obtain 
the angles for its hanging voussoirs. Ingold characterises this sketch not 
as a specification for a particular hanging arch, but as an illustrative and 
theoretical instruction for measuring and building a hanging arch; for an 
act of ‘constructive geometry’. Using these and similar techniques, Ingold 
imagines masons as design agents involved in co-creative acts translating 
a sketch, a verbal communication with the master mason, or a trade 
convention to a specific local full-scale condition.  

Internalisation and Mimesis 
The modality of ‘constructive geometry’ is accomplished not by a sole 
human actor performing in isolation with an instrument, but by their 
interactive performance within broader social, cultural, and environmental 
milieus. Here, Ingold’s notion of ecology transcends Honnecourt’s sketch 
to recognise the importance of a social context comprised of rules of 
thumb established by the trade’s traditions, the masons who preceded them, 
and a physical environment with abundant lumber.  The social context of 
learning and its impact on creative practices (and their reproduction) is 
addressed explicitly in Ingold’s discussion of bilum (string bag) production 
and inter-generational processes of ‘internalisation and mimesis’. Ingold 
relies on Maureen Mackenzie’s ethnographic work among the Telefol 
villages of central Papua New Guinea, where young girls learn the craft 
of making string bags or bilum from their mothers.20  To learn the craft 
of bilum production, a daughter observes and then mimics the gestures 
and movements of her mother transforming plant fibres into string and 
then weaving the string into a bag. This occurs from a pre-verbal age and 
incorporates explicit verbal instructions as the daughter matures.
 Mackenzie characterises the daughter’s ongoing listening, 
observation, and emulation as a process of ‘internalisation and mimesis’. 
Ingold then generalises this concept to describe a process where novices 
develop expert knowledge through increasingly more accurate simulations 
of the expert’s physical and material performances in space over time. 
In this formulation, knowledge is situated and co-constructed through a 
progressive synchronisation of bodies as they work in tandem with tools and 
materials. Rather than a ‘transfer’ of a complete mental schema from one 
individual to another, ‘internalisation and mimesis’ frames learning as the 
co-production of knowledge in socially and culturally embedded processes. 
Such an understanding of knowledge and skill, Ingold claims, anchors 
learning to specific contexts wherein novices develop greater technical skill 
by refining their habits under expert supervision.
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 The building techniques investigated a unique but easily 
manipulated material (Fabric-Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM)) in 
a collaborative method of construction (braiding large scale fiber).22  FRCM 
is a loose, fluid, cementitious fabric, malleable and easy to work with, that 
cures into a hardened form. After small-scale tests of FRCM, the case study 
investigation used a more economical mixture of quick-set grout, binder, 
and reinforcing fibers to coat lengths of one-inch diameter cotton batting.23  

This was used to to explore full-scale building with a cementitious textile: 
constructing a full-scale catenary-like form to a height of three-and-a-half 
metres (fig.3). The flexibility of the details and the pliability of the form 
dovetailed with the case study’s goal of investigating artefacts that are 
difficult to communicate through drawing alone. This construction method 
also required careful social and physical coordination. Large-scale fiber art 
details used to construct the form—laps, twists, and knots— were made 
through simple, easy to learn gestures; and these joints shaped the loose 
fiber through techniques of crossing (the lap), dynamic nodal positioning 
(the twist), and fixing the strands (the knot).  
 In addition to analysing the tangible or durable artefacts common 
to architectural design and making (drawings, models, tools, machines, and 
materials), the case study investigation brought the lens of social science to 
bear on their production. In so doing, it recognised transitory design artefacts 
(gesture, speech, movement, interaction) as active partners in the creative 
process. The team recorded and brought into focus the tacit commingling 
of physical, mental, and social activities of the design process itself, which is 
often neglected in studies of design. 
 Architects typically record static artefacts, such as drawings and 
models, to be recognised as products of intellectual labour. Lap, Twist, 
Knot sheds light on the physical and interpersonal co-creation of these 
artefacts, their situated social and organisational milieu, and the gestures 
or conversations from which they arise. Altogether, the production of 
diagrams, written reflections, video recordings, and team discussions 
comprise the larger design ecology evoked by Ingold. 

Constructive Geometry and its Instruction 
In lieu of highly descriptive construction details, the modality of 
‘constructive geometry’ instructs motion and building in coordination with 
decisions made on site. The technique piloted in Lap, Twist, Knot produced 
provisional sets of text, diagrams, and sketch models as shorthands of 
assembly native to the flexible, cementitious rope material (fig. 4). In 
the maquettes, string manipulated by hand simulated a heavier rope 
which would later be manipulated by several bodies (fig. 5). Echoing the 
instruments and actions described in Villard de Honnecourt’s portfolio, this 
way of approaching design employed architectural drawings and models to 
direct the positioning of material in space, and coordinate the movement 
and gestures of bodies and limbs with spatial imagination (fig. 6). 
 

Figure 3  (Opposite)
Aziza Asatkhojaeva, James Forren, 
Liam Guitard, and Ryan Vandervliet, 
Lap, Twist, Knot, 2018. 
Final constructed cementitious fabric 
architectural component, full-scale. 
(Height: three and a half metres)
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Figure 4 (Opposite, top)
Amber Kilborn, Maypole variations, 2016. Text 
and diagram scores for physical maquettes.

Figure 5 (Opposite, bottom)
Amber Kilborn, Maypole maquettes, 2016. 
Cementitious fiber strands braided into helical 
patterns.

 The architectural team adjusted these instructions in response 
to the local design ecology comprised of tensile material forces and 
properties, anchoring supports, time and material resources, and number 
of participants. This ecology of forces generated friction—disruptions 
and disjuncture—which impacted the trajectory of the investigation. For 
example, a rapidly curing mix and insufficient mixing technology resulted 
in a harried execution of the final component. Yet, prior rehearsals of the 
building, anchored by the provisional diagrams and models, developed 
movements and gestures in the participants’ muscle memory. The 
rehearsals facilitated a dexterous outcome amid this material miscue. This 
example echoes Ingold’s account of how masons relied on tacit memory, 
employing rules of thumb through constructive geometry to adapt to 
unforeseen conflicts and discordant events.24 The use of drawings as 
provisional instruments facilitates improvised responses within the design 
process. Such improvisations, along with the departures they give rise to, 
can then be explicitly folded into the design process rather than viewed as 
unfortunate deviations from a predetermined plan.

Video and Mimesis: The Insufficiency of  Writing and Drawing 
Lap, Twist, Knot proposes more than a broader understanding of the use of 
architectural drawings and models in the design process. It also reinforces 
Ingold’s insight that mastery requires embodied and social learning through 
‘internalisation and mimesis’. In design and architectural practices, 
technologies that record and transmit movement (such as videography) 
are tools for communicating physical methods of design and aspects of 
embodied knowledge (fig. 7). For Lap, Twist, Knot the team video-recorded 
instructions for lapping, twisting, and knotting the scale maquettes to 
explain techniques of handling the fiber strands. Then, as if they were a 
working drawing or a construction document, the videos were referenced 
throughout the process. An excerpt from a process portfolio, maintained 
during the project, communicates the range of knowledge transferred by 
video: ‘We learned how to operate a basic mechanism to create a helical 
structure inspired […] by watching a video of the previous research 
assistant using the technique. The video explained the structural properties 
of an overlap versus a twist in such structures: overlapping strings do not 
perform structurally, while twisted [ones] do’.25 
 Bodily and temporal techniques of performing and developing 
skill, such as videos, take full advantage of the physical and mental coupling 
inherent in design practice. This approach acknowledges the communication 
of design through movement (as well as drawings or models), and the 
constitution of knowledge through gesture and interactions with materials. 
In contemporary practices relying on remote communication, these multi-
modal documents can bridge gaps in embodied knowledge presented by the 
geographic and temporal fragmentation of project teams. While methods 
like these facilitate sharing or co-constructing knowledge, the next section 
discusses how this also relies on feedback: connecting interior perception 
with exterior performance in the process of ‘attunement’. The case study 
extends this to the harmonisation of knowledge across different disciplines.
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Weaving in Public: Rebuilding an Architectural Ecology 

The work of STS scholars Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva30 widens the 
scope of the above discussion and its implications for future iterations of 
Lap, Twist, Knot. Both Latour and Yaneva draw attention to the politics and 
ethics of the built environment. In looking closely at the real business of 
architectural production, as well as its sometimes contested status in public 
discourse, they challenge the conventional concept of buildings as static 
objects.31  This challenge parallels Ingold’s contrast between architects’ 
traditional preoccupation with the static object of ‘a building’ and the 
dynamic activity of ‘building’ (including occupation by users).32 

 Both positions claim that people, materials, behaviours, and events 
involved in the design and construction of buildings constitute the real 
‘architecture’ of a project (of which the material building is only one part). 
Latour and Yaneva assert that the material and the social (and, by extension, 
the ethical and political) are inextricably linked during the lifespan of a 
building: not only during the creative activities of designing and making, but 
also when broader publics engage with and occupy the built environment. 
Moreover, they argue that typical methods of representation used by 
architects to visualise buildings and direct their construction, such as 
static drawings, models, and photos, hold a limited potential in redefining 
architectural practice as an evolving project.33  

Attunement and Interdisciplinarity 
In Ingold’s account of ‘attunement’ the novice connects perception and 
action through the feedback provided by the behaviour of materials and 
tools, expert instruction, their own body, and the context of their adjacent 
environment. To facilitate ‘attunement’, the activities of Lap, Twist, Knot 
included feedback from disciplinary ‘others’ who trained architectural 
researchers to new ways of seeing and performing their practice. These 
two research team members, an anthropologist and a philosopher, offered 
observations on actions which otherwise might have gone unnoticed by the 
architectural researchers. They pointed out the specificity and importance 
of architectural ways of working, gesturing, and moving, and the use of 
communicative norms and discipline-specific terminology. 
 For example, the humanities scholars each commented on the 
basis for the architect’s exploration of large-scale braiding. The technique 
was selected by a research assistant who participated in maypole dances 
as a child. The architects reviewed a film of a maypole dance and studied 
a frame where a gridded lattice was formed by the maypole ribbons. 
One of the architects connected this configuration of the ribbons with 
their previous experiences making models of a ‘diagrid’ as well as their 
knowledge of the principle of ‘structural redundancy’. They saw in the 
interlacing strands a concept for a structurally-viable building component. 
During a subsequent discussion of this process with the full research team, 
the scholar in anthropology remarked that this link of maypole ribbons 
to the diagrid and the concept of structural redundancy demonstrated an 
emergence and performance of disciplinary insight—a way of seeing the 
world. The scholar in philosophy built on this, comparing it to a magpie 
building a nest by ‘taking two disparate things that no one has ever quite 
put together before […]  picking up things in lots of disparate places and 
[asking] how could they go together.’26  She contrasted this approach with 
the myth of the designer as an ‘existential soul waiting for a spark to hit […] 
from the heavens.’ These scholars’ descriptions of how the architects saw 
the maypole as analogous to ‘diagrid’ and exhibiting ‘structural redundancy’ 
recalls anthropological work on analogic thinking in classic scholarship such 
as Claude Levi-Strauss’27  concept of the ‘bricoleur,’ as well as more recent 
studies of ‘analogical reasoning’ in architecture education by Murphy and 
Lymer.28  
 This modality of ‘attunement’ involves harmonising knowledge 
practices: seeing one’s own practice through the eyes of others (in this 
case, experts from other disciplines). The participation of an anthropologist 
and a philosopher suggests an expanded model for reflexive architectural 
practice, where the ‘outsiders’ offer perspectives at a critical distance from 
the assumptions which architects often carry but do not recognise. These 
assumptions include internal biases, disciplinary mythologies, and personal 
biographies (including previous versions of themselves).29  Designers can 
take this offering of awareness and consider where they came from and 
where they wish to go: either reinforcing or redirecting these experiences. 
Like a dancer or performer who reviews the recorded performance, they 
can connect the external reflection of themselves to the internal memory 
of what they were doing. They can link subjective perception and external 
action to attune their performance, either editing or amplifying their 
behaviour in pursuit of an intended effect. 

Figure 6
Rehearsed construction of full-scale component 
Photograph by Carolyn Hocquard
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 Taken as a whole, Ingold, Latour, and Yaneva’s scholarship suggests 
a model of collaborative creativity, which, as in Lap, Twist, Knot, implicates 
intellectual, physical, and social joining; a model that recognises the 
frictions of realising and sustaining a project. Future iterations of Lap, 
Twist, Knot will be used to further explore new methods to represent, 
communicate, and realise built form and to engage diverse stakeholders 
in contemporary practice. Indeed, adopting the framework of design 
ecology and methods implies an interrogation of architecture’s relationship 
with the public. A changing professional landscape indicates the need for 
changes to professional and educational ethics, an ethics which accounts for 
more than just the magnitude of financial and safety ‘risks’. The life of a 
building, or even the drawing of a building, spans and transects many other 
lives and contexts. Therefore, ethical practice must privilege more than the 
harmonising of an individual architect’s mental schema with the natural 
world. Not unlike the harried performance of building amidst material 
miscues, or the tangled bilum sent down-river, design and making is at least 
partly a product of friction. To acknowledge this is to regard idiosyncrasy 
and ‘error’ as necessarily folded into the process of consensus building 
and resolution. This is particularly important for new building materials 
and construction practices, where norms, rules of thumb, and public 
perceptions are not yet fully formed.
 Lap, Twist, Knot thus lays the groundwork for future activities 
involving studio practice and modes of public engagement. This is to be 
explored in a two-year collaborative interdisciplinary research project 
which will include exhibition activities seeking public participation in 
making. This research will test the hypothesis that although the architect 
may bring a mental schema to the design process, their mental labour is 
never uncoupled from the physical, the material, and the social, personified 
by others who construct the building and the community which activates it.
 This future scholarship aims to move beyond the usual scope of the 
architectural artefact to address social impact through the documentation 
of gestures, speech, and patterns of material and social behaviour in studio 
practice and public contexts. The conversion of a construction document to 
assembly guidelines, moving from a working drawing to a ‘working video’, 
or expanding the project team to include social science stakeholders, 
indicate potential pathways where the business and activities of ‘designing’ 
architecture may incorporate an expanded ethics of material, technological, 
and stakeholder engagements. Provisional instructions may broaden the 
spatial and temporal reach of design activities beyond the studio, to an active 
engagement with the construction site; or the inclusion of social scientists 
may enrich the structuring and outcomes of dialogues among stakeholders, 
including trades, academic disciplines, and diverse community members. 
This expanded professional ethics is in fact an articulation of a shared ethics, 
both personal and professional, in relation to other disciplines but especially 
vis-a-vis the broader public. 
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